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Overview 
A new profile mode has been implemented which is defined by user specified electronic 
cam data.  An axis using cam mode will reference a table located in external memory 
which specifys a mapping from an input position (source) to the commanded output 
position for the axis.  The Cam source (CAMSource) may be specified as the actual 
position (encoder input) of any axis, the commanded position of any axis, or a regularly 
incremented timebase.  
 
The table value must be evenly spaced so that the positional resolution is the same 
everywhere.  Linear interpolation will be used between table points. The period of the 
table will be specified by the user in master counts, with few restrictions on the fractional 
number of input counts per table increment.  The starting point in the cam table will be 
settable by the user. 
 
In contrast to other profile modes, electronic cam output will not be started automatically; 
instead it will be started by using a new breakpoint or event action called StartCam.  
This is allowed as an event action primarily so that the immediate event trigger may be 
used to initaite the cam motion.  By programming a breakpoint on each camming axis, 
mutlple axis can begin the exectuion of their cam profile at the time.  When a cam is 
triggered an internal offset will be calculated by subtracting the current commanded 
position from the computed table value.  This offset (CamOutputOffset) will be 
added to the table values so that a bump in commanded position is not caused by a cam 
start.  The resulting value is the instaneous CommandedPosition for that axis.  In the case 
of a servo motor, this becomes the instaneous reference value for the position loop. 
 
A cam may wrap around from the end to the beginning, and vice versa.  It is important to 
note that a cam table of N values defines only N-1 linear pieces, that is, there is no gap 
when wrapping from the end to the beginning.  If a cam table is intended to be truly 
periodic then the first table entry should be exactly the same value as the last table entry.  
If the entries are not the same, then an incremental (nonperiodic) cam is defined.  In this 
case, when wrapping around (last to first, or first to last) the internal offset will be 
adjusted so that the commanded position remains continuous. 
 
For example, suppose that a cam table of length 3 and period 100 input counts is defined:  
 

input output 
0 0 
50 100 
100 200 
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Only the numbers in the “output” column are actually present in the RAM buffer, the 
“input” values are computed using the number of table entries and a parameter called 
CamCounts, which defines the length of the cam in master counts, and in this example 
is equal to 100. 
 
Note that the increment in input is 100/(N - 1), not 100/N.  This table defines a 
linear function.  If it is triggered at an input value of 0, and the input is increased, then 
when the input increases from 100 to 101 counts the output will increase from 200 to 202 
counts.  Obviously this cam is not periodic, it defines a straight line.  The adjustments 
will be handled internally by adding to the offset as described above. 

Command Interface 
 
The locations of the Cam tables (per axis) defined in external RAM are specificied by the 
user with the existing commands SetBufferStart and SetBufferLength.  Every cam 
table has an associated bufferID (CAMBufferID) used to reference that table. More than 
one axis can reference the same table. All data values in the cam buffer are signed 32 bit 
values (dwords).  All values in a cam table buffer must be defined before an associated 
cam is activated.  Changing cam table buffer values while the cam is active has undefined 
consequences.  The method by which the user populates external RAM with cam data 
depends on the hardware properties of the platform in use (DPRAM vs SPRAM).  
WriteBuffer is one option, however a Prodigy/CME board user would probably prefer to 
use PMDMemoryWrite. 
 
An axis is put into Cam mode by using the existing SetProfileMode command, using a 
new argument called ElectronicCam. The enumerated value for ElectronicCam is 8.  The 
UPDATE command is still required to change the axis to the Cam profile mode.  
However at this point the cam is still not in motion.   
  
Cams are activated (put into motion) using a new breakpoint or event action called 
StartCam, which starts the cam associated with the axis to which the command is 
directed.  If that axis is not in cam profile mode then no action will be taken.  The new 
StartCam action has an enumerated value of 9. 
 
Cams are stopped by using the existing SetStopMode command, or an event or 
breakpoint that has a stop action.  An abrupt stop causes a cam to immediately stop, 
causing the commanded position to stay at whatever value it has when the stop is 
processed.  An abrupt stop may involve a step change in velocity, so one must be careful 
in using this method to stop cam output. 
 
A smooth stop causes a cam to stop only when the end of the table is reached, in either 
the forward or backwards direction.  Note that this may take an arbitrarily long time.  The 
smoothness of the stop depends on the cam profile; even a smooth stop may result in 
sudden changes in velocity. 
 



The profile segment bit field of the activity status register [15:13] may be used to 
determine whether a cam is active or not.  A value of 0 means the cam is not active, and a 
value of 1 that it is. 
 
Two new commands will be defined, SetCam and GetCam.  SetCam will accept an 
unsigned 16 bit argument parameter, to specify the cam parameter to be changed, and a 
signed 32 bit value to be assigned to the parameter.  GetCam will accept the same  
unsigned 16 bit argument parameter, and return a signed 32 bit value.  The allowable 
values for the parameter argument are defined in a table below. 
 
SetCam and GetCam may only be used with an axis that is already in the cam profile 
mode.  A cam axis may not be activated until at least the CamCounts value and bufferID 
of the cam table have been defined using SetCam.  If not, when an event or breakpoint 
does attempt to activate a cam, a MotionError event will result.  An error will be signaled 
if SetCam is directed to an axis with an active cam.  Values set with SetCam may be 
reset to their default values if the profile mode is changed from ElectronicCam and 
back again. 
 

SetCam parameters Enumeration Default
CamBufferID Sets the bufferID of the cam table.   

The value must be a legal bufferID, 
that is, a small integer.  Multiple cams 
may use the same buffer. 

0 0 

CamCounts Sets the length, in master counts, of 
the cam table.  The value can range 
from 2 to 229.   

1 0 

CamStartCount Sets the starting point of a cam, in 
master counts.  This value must be 
between zero and CamCounts.  
This value need not be specified if the 
default value of zero is desired. 

2 0 

CamSource Sets the input value source for a cam.  
The value consists of two eight bit 
fields.  Bits [7:0] specify the source 
axis.  Bits[15:8] specify the source 
register: 

0- actual position 
1- commanded position 
2- time. 

Invalid source axis or source register 
values will cause an error to be 
signaled. 

3 0 

CamOutputOffset Returns the offset value that is added 
to each cam table entry to obtain the 
commanded position.  This value is 
read only. 

4 0 



CamInputOffset Returns the offset value that is added 
to the master (cam input) value before 
using it to interpolate a value in the 
cam table.  This value cannot is read 
only. 

5 0 

 
 
 
A typical command sequence for using an electronic cam is shown below: 
 
‘ Use buffer 2 for cam table, start at RAM address 0x1000 
SetBufferStart 2 0x1000 
‘ Make the cam table 32 linear sections long 
SetBufferLength 2 33 
SetBufferWriteIndex 2 0 
WriteBuffer 2 cam_table_0 
WriteBuffer 2 cam_table_1 
 … 
SetProfileMode 8 
Update 
‘ Each linear section corresponds to 10 input counts 
SetCam CamCounts 320 
‘ Start at the beginning of the cam 
SetCam CamStartCount 0 
‘ Base cam on actual position of axis 2 
SetCam CamSource 0x0001 
 
‘ Activate cam when actual position of axis 2 >= 1000 
SetBreakpointValue 0 1000 
SetBreakpoint 0 0x191 
 
‘ Disable cam when actual position of axis 2 >= 1600 
‘ and the cam has seen an integral number of cycles (smooth 
‘ stop). 
SetBreakpointValue 1 1600 
SetBreakpoint 1 0x131 
 
 
Notes: 

• The user can alter the data in the CAM table during exectution but do so at their 
own risk. 

• The user cannot switch into or out of the CAM profile mode while in motion. 




